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Introduction

Precise measurements of fundamental quantities have played a key role in the devel-
opment of Theoretical Physics models such as Standard Model. Even though this model
describes so many physical phenomena and has demonstrated huge successes in providing
experimental predictions, it is necessarily incomplete because it does leave a number of
things unexplained.
The reason why the muon anomalous magnetic moment is so interesting and plays a key
role in Elementary Particle Physics at its fundamental level is the fact that it can be
predicted by theory with very high accuracy and at the same time can be measured with
the same precision in an unambiguous experimental setup; the fact that the experimental
conditions can be controlled very precisely, with small systematic uncertainties, has to do
with the very interesting intrinsic properties of muons.
The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, aµ, represents an important test of the
Standard Model because of a long standing discrepancy, of more than three standard
deviations, between Standard Model predictions and experimental values resulting from
the last g-2 experiment at Brookhaven (2001).
A new muon g-2 experiment at Fermilab is going to start data taking within a year; the
goal of the experiment is a four-fold improvement in the experimental precision thereby
reducing the error on aµ up to 0.14 ppm which is comparable to the 0.4 ppm uncertainty
on the most accurate Standard Model prediction.
Many improvements are needed with respect to previous experiments to reach the re-
quested statistical uncertainty of 0.01 ppm. Among these improvements, the attention
will be focused on improved detectors against signal pileup and on a continuous monitor-
ing and re-calibration of the detectors: a high-precision laser calibration system that will
monitor the gain fluctuations of the calorimeter photodetectors at 0.04% accuracy will
be used. The level of accuracy required is a challenge for the design of the calibration
system because it is at least one order of magnitude higher than that of all other existing,
or adopted in the past, calibration systems for calorimetry in Particle Physics.
The Italian g-2 Collaboration is developing and testing such a system.
Tests related to the whole calibration system and to the calorimeter will be reported and
explained: a test of a calorimeter prototype was performed in Frascati at the beginning of
March 2016; I took part actively in this test taking care in particular of the Local Monitor
system and analysis.
Additional tests, due to the high level of accuracy required for the experiment, were nec-
essary: the response of every detector has to be really well known; the distribution chain,
including fibers and fiber connections, has to be fully tested in order to check its stability
in time; the bias voltage, necessary to supply Silicon photomultipliers, has to be constant
over time, in order not to induce detector gain fluctuation.
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La precedente misura dell’anomalia magnetica      , effettuata dall'esperimento E821 a 
Brookhaven nel 2001, ha mostrato una discrepanza con la previsione teorica del Modello 
Standard. Combinando l’errore statistico e quello sistematico si ottiene un errore totale 
sperimentale di 0.54 ppm.

L’obiettivo del nuovo esperimento g-2 consiste nel migliorare la precisione della misura 
su         di un fattore 4, riducendo l’errore a 0.14 ppm, valore paragonabile all’errore di 
0.4 ppm associato alla piu’ accurata predizione del Modello Standard.
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CHAPTER 2. Theoretical calculation of aµ 21

average of the measurements of the anomalous magnetic moment of positive muons [40],
[41], [42], [43], as predicted by the CPT theorem [44].
This experimental value has to be compared with the SM value computed as in Equation
2.1, for which di↵erent contributions are listed in Table 2.1.
The di↵erence between the experimental and the theoretical value, depending on which
evaluation of the lowest-order hadronic contribution is used, is [35]:

�aµ(E821� SM) = (287± 80) ⇥ 10�11 [45]

= (261± 78) ⇥ 10�11 [46]

Value (⇥10�11 units)
QED (� + l) 116 584 718.951± 0.009± 0.019± 0.007± 0.077↵
HVP (lo) [45] 6 923± 42
HVP (lo) [46] 6 949± 43
HVP (ho) [46] �98.4± 0.7
HLbL 105± 26
EW 154± 1
Total SM [45] 116 591 802± 42HLO ± 26HHO ± 2other(±49tot)
Total SM [46] 116 591 828± 43HLO ± 26HHO ± 2other(±50tot)

Table 2.1: Summary of the Standard-Model contributions to the muon anomaly. Two values are
quoted because of the two recent evaluations of the lowest-order hadronic vacuum polarization
[35].

QED and EW

The QED and EW contributions to aµ are well understood. Recently the four-loop
QED contribution has been updated and the full five-loop contribution has been calculated
[47].

Hadronic vacuum polarization

The main conceptual problems remain with the hadronic contributions which are lim-
iting the theoretical precision. The hadronic vacuum polarization requires substantial
improvement and will depend very much on new improved e+e� annihilation experiments
in particular in the range up to 2.5 GeV.
An important long term project is the calculation of non-perturbative terms of the vacuum
polarization function in lattice QCD [48].

Hadronic light-by-light scattering

In view of recent and foreseeable progress in computer performance, and using recently
developed much more e�cient computer simulation algorithms, it is expected that lattice
QCD will be able to provide an useful estimate in coming years.
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be used. The level of accuracy required is a challenge for the design of the calibration
system because it is at least one order of magnitude higher than that of all other existing,
or adopted in the past, calibration systems for calorimetry in Particle Physics.
The Italian g-2 Collaboration is developing and testing such a system.
Tests related to the whole calibration system and to the calorimeter will be reported and
explained: a test of a calorimeter prototype was performed in Frascati at the beginning of
March 2016; I took part actively in this test taking care in particular of the Local Monitor
system and analysis.
Additional tests, due to the high level of accuracy required for the experiment, were nec-
essary: the response of every detector has to be really well known; the distribution chain,
including fibers and fiber connections, has to be fully tested in order to check its stability
in time; the bias voltage, necessary to supply Silicon photomultipliers, has to be constant
over time, in order not to induce detector gain fluctuation.
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Obiettivo: Errore 
combinato di 0.14 ppm

magnetic field 
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Procedura sperimentale

B.#Lee#Roberts#,##Oxford#,#18#November#2014#

E989 at Fermilab 
 × 21  statistics       ± 100 ppb 
× 3    systematics  ± 70 ppb for ωa and ωp 
Total uncertainty:  ± 140 ppb 

47#

•  g-2: No hadronic flash with 
2 km beamline 
-  Pions all decay 
-  Protons removed by a kicker 

       Forward muons collected 

2⇥ 1011 analysed events

Incertezze sistematiche

➪

➪π+

µ+ νµL

CP↔ ➪

➪
π−

µ− ν̄µR

➪

➪
π+

µ+ νµR

CP↔

↕ P

✘ ➪

➪π−

µ− ν̄µL

↕ P

✘

↗
↘

↖
↙

C

Fig. 1. In the P violating weak pion decays leptons of definite handedness are produced depending on the given charge. µ− [µ+]
is produced with positive [negative] helicity h = S⃗ · p⃗/|p⃗|. The physical µ− and µ+ decays are related by a CP transformation.
The decays obtained by C or P alone are inexistent.

The pion decay rate is given by

Γπ−→µ− ν̄µ
=

G2
µ

8π
|Vud|2F 2

π mπ m2
µ

!

1 −
m2

µ

m2
π

"2

× (1 + δQED) , (11)

with δQED the electromagnetic correction.

2) Muon decay:
The muon is unstable and decays via the weak three body decay µ− → e−ν̄eνµ

W−

e− ν̄e

µ−
νµ

µ–decay
·

The µ–decay matrix element follows from the relevant part of the effective Lagrangian which reads

Leff,int = −Gµ√
2

(ēγα (1 − γ5) νe) (ν̄µγα (1 − γ5) µ) + h.c.

and is given by

T = out< e−, ν̄eνµ|µ− >in=
Gµ√

2
(ūeγ

α (1 − γ5) vνe)
#

ūνµγα (1 − γ5) uµ

$

.

This proves that the µ− and the e− have both the same left–handed helicity [the corresponding anti–particles
are right–handed] in the massless approximation. This implies the decay scheme of Fig. 2 for the muon. Again

➪
➪➪➪

µ+

e+
ν̄µR

νeL

➪ ➪➪➪

µ−

e−
νµL

ν̄eR

Fig. 2. In µ− [µ+] decay the produced e− [e+] has negative [positive] helicity, respectively.

it is the P violation which prefers electrons emitted in the direction of the muon spin. Therefore, measuring
the direction of the electron momentum provides the direction of the muon spin. After integrating out the
two unobservable neutrinos, the differential decay probability to find an e± with reduced energy between xe

and xe + dxe, emitted at an angle between θ and θ + dθ, reads

d2Γ±

dxe d cos θ
=

G2
µm5

µ

192π3
x2

e (3 − 2xe ± Pµ cos θ (2xe − 1)) (12)

10

Tabletop experiment:
Measuring the muon g factor with cosmic rays

 Positive muons are born 
with spin polarized 

opposite to momentum:

π + → μ+ + ν
μ

 

s⃗

π + Spin 0

μ+

s⃗

ν
μ

s⃗

 Left-handed

B⃗

Spin rotates about applied 
magnetic field at

ω
s
=g(

e

2m
)B

p⃗

p⃗

μ+
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CHAPTER 1. The Anomalous Magnetic Moment of the muon 11

frequency8 is given by

~!c =
e ~B

m�
(1.13)

The muon experiences a transverse centripetal acceleration, which leads to a Thomas
precession [21] of all observables in the lab frame. This e↵ect may be thought of as a
Lorentz contraction of the rest frame axes [22], and it causes the spin to appear to turn
at a frequency

~!T = (� � 1) ~!c = (� � 1)
e ~B

m�
(1.14)

Because of mutually canceling factors of �, the Larmor spin precession occurs at the same
rate in both frames. Time moves faster in the muon rest frame, but the magnetic field is
stronger there, and the product ~B · t is an invariant. Altogether, the spin in the lab frame
rotates at a frequency

~!s = g
e

2m
~B + (� � 1)

e ~B

m�
(1.15)

Jackson [23] citing Thomas [21] and Bargmann, Michel, and Telegdi [24], expands this
expression to include electric as well as magnetic fields:

~!s =
e

m

✓
g

2
� 1 +

1

�

◆
~B �

⇣g
2
� 1

⌘ �

� + 1
(~� · ~B)~� �

✓
g

2
� �

� + 1

◆
(~� ⇥ ~E)

�
(1.16)

In this general treatment, the cyclotron frequency is written as:

~!c =
1

�2

@~�

@t
⇥ ~� =

e

m


1

�
~B � 1

��2
(~� · ~B)~� � �

�2 � 1
(~� ⇥ ~E)

�
(1.17)

The anomalous precession frequency9 ~!a is defined as the di↵erence of the spin precession
and cyclotron frequencies. It is the frequency at which the muon’s spin advances relative
to its momentum.
Assuming that the motion of the muons is purely longitudinal so that no component of
the momentum is parallel to the magnetic field, the terms containing ~� · ~B drop out,
leaving

~!a = ~!s � ~!c 6= 0
e

m


aµ ~B �

✓
aµ �

1

�2 � 1

◆
(~� ⇥ ~E)

�
(1.18)

This expression may be simplified further by choosing � =
q

1
aµ

+ 1 ⇡ 29.3 so that the

dependence on ~E disappears. This � corresponds to a “magic” muon momentum of 3.09
GeV/c and leads to a relativistic muon lifetime of 64.4 µs.
The relationship between aµ and ~B is then [1]

~!a =
e

m
aµ ~B (1.19)

8The frequency at which it completes circular orbits.
9The “g-2 frequency”.
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and cyclotron frequencies. It is the frequency at which the muon’s spin advances relative
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This expression may be simplified further by choosing � =
q

1
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+ 1 ⇡ 29.3 so that the

dependence on ~E disappears. This � corresponds to a “magic” muon momentum of 3.09
GeV/c and leads to a relativistic muon lifetime of 64.4 µs.
The relationship between aµ and ~B is then [1]
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8The frequency at which it completes circular orbits.
9The “g-2 frequency”.
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The anomalous precession frequency9 ~!a is defined as the di↵erence of the spin precession
and cyclotron frequencies. It is the frequency at which the muon’s spin advances relative
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This expression may be simplified further by choosing � =
q

1
aµ

+ 1 ⇡ 29.3 so that the

dependence on ~E disappears. This � corresponds to a “magic” muon momentum of 3.09
GeV/c and leads to a relativistic muon lifetime of 64.4 µs.
The relationship between aµ and ~B is then [1]
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8The frequency at which it completes circular orbits.
9The “g-2 frequency”.
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This expression may be simplified further by choosing � =
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1
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+ 1 ⇡ 29.3 so that the

dependence on ~E disappears. This � corresponds to a “magic” muon momentum of 3.09
GeV/c and leads to a relativistic muon lifetime of 64.4 µs.
The relationship between aµ and ~B is then [1]
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8The frequency at which it completes circular orbits.
9The “g-2 frequency”.
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frequency8 is given by

~!c =
e ~B

m�
(1.13)

The muon experiences a transverse centripetal acceleration, which leads to a Thomas
precession [21] of all observables in the lab frame. This e↵ect may be thought of as a
Lorentz contraction of the rest frame axes [22], and it causes the spin to appear to turn
at a frequency

~!T = (� � 1) ~!c = (� � 1)
e ~B

m�
(1.14)

Because of mutually canceling factors of �, the Larmor spin precession occurs at the same
rate in both frames. Time moves faster in the muon rest frame, but the magnetic field is
stronger there, and the product ~B · t is an invariant. Altogether, the spin in the lab frame
rotates at a frequency

~!s = g
e

2m
~B + (� � 1)

e ~B

m�
(1.15)

Jackson [23] citing Thomas [21] and Bargmann, Michel, and Telegdi [24], expands this
expression to include electric as well as magnetic fields:
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In this general treatment, the cyclotron frequency is written as:
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The anomalous precession frequency9 ~!a is defined as the di↵erence of the spin precession
and cyclotron frequencies. It is the frequency at which the muon’s spin advances relative
to its momentum.
Assuming that the motion of the muons is purely longitudinal so that no component of
the momentum is parallel to the magnetic field, the terms containing ~� · ~B drop out,
leaving

~!a = ~!s � ~!c =
e

m
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�2 � 1

◆
(~� ⇥ ~E)
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(1.18)

This expression may be simplified further by choosing � =
q

1
aµ

+ 1 ⇡ 29.3 so that the

dependence on ~E disappears. This � corresponds to a “magic” muon momentum of 3.09
GeV/c and leads to a relativistic muon lifetime of 64.4 µs.
The relationship between aµ and ~B is then [1]

~!a =
e

m
aµ ~B (1.19)

8The frequency at which it completes circular orbits.
9The “g-2 frequency”.
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was to use a quadrupole electric field. The problem with an electric field arose from the
fact that a relativistic muon would “see” the lab frame electric field as a magnetic field
in the muon’s rest frame: a new term would be introduced in the relation between !a, aµ
and B, as it is clear in Equation ??.
If the coe�cient of that term2 could be made zero, then a measurement of the electric
field was no longer required. It turned out that for the correct relativistic enhancement:

� =

s
1

aµ
+ 1

the coe�cient is precisely zero. Nature was even “kind enough” to place the “magic mo-
mentum” for the muon at pµ = 3.09 GeV/c, which corresponded to a momentum that
was easily attainable at the CERN 28 GeV Protonsynchrotron (PS) [?].
With the concept of the magic momentum the design of CERN III began [?].

3.2.3 Third CERN Experiment

Many of the principles learned with CERN II were put to good use and the whole
injection scheme was revisited.
Rather than injecting protons into the ring, the background could be greatly reduced by
locating the target outside of the storage ring. Pions could then be transported to the
inner part of the ring by using an inflector to cancel the strong fields in the backleg of
the magnet; no shielding blocks were required so detectors could be placed all around
the interior circumference, thus increasing the statistics. By transporting pions to the
ring through a beamline, a very narrow range of pion momenta could be selected and
the subsequent polarization of the stored muons was much higher. Finally, the magic
momentum meant that the relativistic lifetime of the muons was precisely 64.4 µs, more
than a factor of two more dilated than in CERN II.
Essentially, every factor in the denominator of Equation ?? was improved with the CERN
III design.
The increased statistical precision is apparent in the data shown in Figure ?? (b) where
the precession signal is discernible for over 500 µs, as opposed to the CERN II data in
Figure ?? (b) where the wiggles are only visible for 130 µs [?].
After combining data for both the positive and negative muon, the final result from the
CERN III experiment was:

aEXP
µ (1979) = 0.001 165 924(8.5) ) ± 7 ppm

where the 7 ppm error is dominated by the statistical uncertainty.
With a theoretical prediction of

aTH
µ (1969) = 0.001 165 87(3) ) ± 25 ppm

it confirmed the importance of hadronic vacuum polarization at the 5� level.
The precision of 7 ppm was an extraordinary achievement at that time.

2Related to the electric field.
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stronger there, and the product ~B · t is an invariant. Altogether, the spin in the lab frame
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In this general treatment, the cyclotron frequency is written as:
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The anomalous precession frequency9 ~!a is defined as the di↵erence of the spin precession
and cyclotron frequencies. It is the frequency at which the muon’s spin advances relative
to its momentum.
Assuming that the motion of the muons is purely longitudinal so that no component of
the momentum is parallel to the magnetic field, the terms containing ~� · ~B drop out,
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This expression may be simplified further by choosing � =
q

1
aµ

+ 1 ⇡ 29.3 so that the

dependence on ~E disappears. This � corresponds to a “magic” muon momentum of 3.09
GeV/c and leads to a relativistic muon lifetime of 64.4 µs.
The relationship between aµ and ~B is then [1]
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8The frequency at which it completes circular orbits.
9The “g-2 frequency”.
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was to use a quadrupole electric field. The problem with an electric field arose from the
fact that a relativistic muon would “see” the lab frame electric field as a magnetic field
in the muon’s rest frame: a new term would be introduced in the relation between !a, aµ
and B, as it is clear in Equation ??.
If the coe�cient of that term2 could be made zero, then a measurement of the electric
field was no longer required. It turned out that for the correct relativistic enhancement:
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the coe�cient is precisely zero. Nature was even “kind enough” to place the “magic mo-
mentum” for the muon at pµ = 3.09 GeV/c, which corresponded to a momentum that
was easily attainable at the CERN 28 GeV Protonsynchrotron (PS) [?].
With the concept of the magic momentum the design of CERN III began [?].

3.2.3 Third CERN Experiment

Many of the principles learned with CERN II were put to good use and the whole
injection scheme was revisited.
Rather than injecting protons into the ring, the background could be greatly reduced by
locating the target outside of the storage ring. Pions could then be transported to the
inner part of the ring by using an inflector to cancel the strong fields in the backleg of
the magnet; no shielding blocks were required so detectors could be placed all around
the interior circumference, thus increasing the statistics. By transporting pions to the
ring through a beamline, a very narrow range of pion momenta could be selected and
the subsequent polarization of the stored muons was much higher. Finally, the magic
momentum meant that the relativistic lifetime of the muons was precisely 64.4 µs, more
than a factor of two more dilated than in CERN II.
Essentially, every factor in the denominator of Equation ?? was improved with the CERN
III design.
The increased statistical precision is apparent in the data shown in Figure ?? (b) where
the precession signal is discernible for over 500 µs, as opposed to the CERN II data in
Figure ?? (b) where the wiggles are only visible for 130 µs [?].
After combining data for both the positive and negative muon, the final result from the
CERN III experiment was:

aEXP
µ (1979) = 0.001 165 924(8.5) ) ± 7 ppm

where the 7 ppm error is dominated by the statistical uncertainty.
With a theoretical prediction of

aTH
µ (1969) = 0.001 165 87(3) ) ± 25 ppm

it confirmed the importance of hadronic vacuum polarization at the 5� level.
The precision of 7 ppm was an extraordinary achievement at that time.

2Related to the electric field.
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Se si stabilisce una soglia di energia diversa da zero, l’asimmetria risulta più

grande di 1
3 . Poichè lo spin appare ruotare alla frquenza !a, cos̀ı si comporterà

la distribuzione dei positroni.

Nel sistema di riferimento del laboratorio, i muoni all’interno dell’anello

sono fortemente relativistici in modo che il range di osservazione dell’angolo di

decadimento è fortemente ridotto: l’e↵etto della spinta di Lorentz è illustrato

nella figura 1.5. Confrontato con gli angoli sottesi da un rivelatore reale, tutti

i decadimenti risultano nella direzione in avanti. L’energia dei positroni nel

sistema del laboratorio è data da:

Elab = �(E⇤ + �p⇤ cos ✓⇤) (1.23)

L’energia E⇤ solitamente risulta abbastanza grande, da poter giustificare un

trattamento totalmente relativistico, in modo da ottenere:

Elab = �E⇤(1 + cos ✓⇤) (1.24)

Figura 1.5: Illustrazione della spinta di Lorentz del positrone che decade, dal sistema

di riferimento del muone a quello del laboratorio.

Come si nota quindi l’energia del laboratorio dipende fortemente dall’an-

golo di decadimento ✓⇤. Per avere alte energie in questo sistema, un positrone

La violazione della parita’ nel decadimento del muone unita all’effetto del boost di
Lorentz fa si’ che, sopra una certa soglia sull’energia nel sistema del laboratorio che
corrisponde alla selezione di un range di angoli nel sistema di riferimento del muone,
la direzione dei positroni decaduti tenda a seguire la direzione dello spin del muone.

Il numero di particelle rivelate oltre questa soglia in funzione del tempo decresce
esponenzialmente ma oscilla con frequenza ωa.

 In assenza di qualsiasi rumore di fondo dovuto a strumenti, lo spettro del
 decadimento della popolazione di muoni è descritto dalla seguente forma funzionale:

6

Frequenza anomala
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frequency8 is given by

~!c =
e ~B

m�
(1.13)

The muon experiences a transverse centripetal acceleration, which leads to a Thomas
precession [21] of all observables in the lab frame. This e↵ect may be thought of as a
Lorentz contraction of the rest frame axes [22], and it causes the spin to appear to turn
at a frequency

~!T = (� � 1) ~!c = (� � 1)
e ~B

m�
(1.14)

Because of mutually canceling factors of �, the Larmor spin precession occurs at the same
rate in both frames. Time moves faster in the muon rest frame, but the magnetic field is
stronger there, and the product ~B · t is an invariant. Altogether, the spin in the lab frame
rotates at a frequency

~!s = g
e

2m
~B + (� � 1)

e ~B

m�
(1.15)

Jackson [23] citing Thomas [21] and Bargmann, Michel, and Telegdi [24], expands this
expression to include electric as well as magnetic fields:
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In this general treatment, the cyclotron frequency is written as:
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The anomalous precession frequency9 ~!a is defined as the di↵erence of the spin precession
and cyclotron frequencies. It is the frequency at which the muon’s spin advances relative
to its momentum.
Assuming that the motion of the muons is purely longitudinal so that no component of
the momentum is parallel to the magnetic field, the terms containing ~� · ~B drop out,
leaving

~!a = ~!s � ~!c =
e

m
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This expression may be simplified further by choosing � =
q

1
aµ

+ 1 ⇡ 29.3 so that the

dependence on ~E disappears. This � corresponds to a “magic” muon momentum of 3.09
GeV/c and leads to a relativistic muon lifetime of 64.4 µs.
The relationship between aµ and ~B is then [1]

~!a =
e

m
aµ ~B (1.19)

8The frequency at which it completes circular orbits.
9The “g-2 frequency”.
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frequency8 is given by

~!c =
e ~B

m�
(1.13)

The muon experiences a transverse centripetal acceleration, which leads to a Thomas
precession [21] of all observables in the lab frame. This e↵ect may be thought of as a
Lorentz contraction of the rest frame axes [22], and it causes the spin to appear to turn
at a frequency

~!T = (� � 1) ~!c = (� � 1)
e ~B

m�
(1.14)

Because of mutually canceling factors of �, the Larmor spin precession occurs at the same
rate in both frames. Time moves faster in the muon rest frame, but the magnetic field is
stronger there, and the product ~B · t is an invariant. Altogether, the spin in the lab frame
rotates at a frequency

~!s = g
e

2m
~B + (� � 1)

e ~B

m�
(1.15)

Jackson [23] citing Thomas [21] and Bargmann, Michel, and Telegdi [24], expands this
expression to include electric as well as magnetic fields:
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(1.16)

In this general treatment, the cyclotron frequency is written as:

~!c =
1

�2

@~�

@t
⇥ ~� =

e

m
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~B � 1

��2
(~� · ~B)~� � �
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(1.17)

The anomalous precession frequency9 ~!a is defined as the di↵erence of the spin precession
and cyclotron frequencies. It is the frequency at which the muon’s spin advances relative
to its momentum.
Assuming that the motion of the muons is purely longitudinal so that no component of
the momentum is parallel to the magnetic field, the terms containing ~� · ~B drop out,
leaving

~!a = ~!s � ~!c =
e

m


aµ ~B �

✓
aµ �

1

�2 � 1

◆
(~� ⇥ ~E)

�
(1.18)

This expression may be simplified further by choosing � =
q

1
aµ

+ 1 ⇡ 29.3 so that the

dependence on ~E disappears. This � corresponds to a “magic” muon momentum of 3.09
GeV/c and leads to a relativistic muon lifetime of 64.4 µs.
The relationship between aµ and ~B is then [1]

~!a =
e

m
aµ ~B (1.19)

8The frequency at which it completes circular orbits.
9The “g-2 frequency”.
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Conclusion

The calibration system of the muon g-2 experiment has been described in this thesis.
During the Test Beam performed in Frascati, it was verified that the calibration system
is presently able to monitor and correct for laser intensity variations to 0.01%, and it
has been proven that 6 lasers will be su�cient to illuminate all 24 calorimeters with an
equivalent energy of at least 10 GeV per laser pulse.
Variations in the distribution chain can be corrected by the Local Monitor at the same
level on a longer timescale: correction factors that could be applied during data analysis
were obtained looking at Local Monitor signals.
Comparing two di↵erent Source Monitor configurations no significative di↵erence was ob-
served but for a slightly smaller e�ciency for the sphere solution.
Possible temperature-related fluctuations in the Source Monitor and Local Monitor pho-
tomultipliers (PMT) were not relevant because only the ratios of simultaneous or nearly
simultaneous signals from the same PMTs were necessary for the corrections.
Additional tests on the Local Monitor system proved that there is no evidence of a dif-
ferent PMT response varying the laser repetition rate; the output pulse height of a PMT
increases according to a power law with increasing supply voltages, even if the light level
is kept constant, as it is expected.
With regard to the right PMT working point, it is clear that every PMT has its own
plateau region, which seems to extend for ⇠ 50 V, thus this kind of tests should be per-
formed over all PMTs to have right working points necessary to a stable PMT response.
However, plateau regions are surely not placed under 1100 V: since the operating sup-
ply voltages used for the Test Beam were 900 � 950 V, chosen in order not to have too
much light, the insertion of a light filter, which should be placed before the Local Monitor
PMTs, is being planned; thus PMT features could be fully exploited.
The task of understanding how to disconnect two fibers without losing in intensity or
stability led to tests concerning the connection of fibers. It was proven that both spliced
fibers and connectors have high light losses, ⇠ 30% of transmitted light for spliced fibers
and ⇠ 25% for connectors; in order to choose the best solution for the experiment, the
key element would be the stability in time of the two options; tests concerning this issue
are in progress.
Finally, the stability and recovery time of the bias voltage of the Silicon photomultipliers
(SiPM) has been studied. The bias voltage oscillates at a few mV level; this oscillation
increases considering a higher number of SiPMs; alternative supply voltage systems are
being tested in order to minimize this kind of oscillation.

aµ =
⇣m
e

⌘ ~!a

~B
(7.1)
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frequency8 is given by

~!c =
e ~B

m�
(1.13)

The muon experiences a transverse centripetal acceleration, which leads to a Thomas
precession [21] of all observables in the lab frame. This e↵ect may be thought of as a
Lorentz contraction of the rest frame axes [22], and it causes the spin to appear to turn
at a frequency

~!T = (� � 1) ~!c = (� � 1)
e ~B

m�
(1.14)

Because of mutually canceling factors of �, the Larmor spin precession occurs at the same
rate in both frames. Time moves faster in the muon rest frame, but the magnetic field is
stronger there, and the product ~B · t is an invariant. Altogether, the spin in the lab frame
rotates at a frequency

~!s = g
e

2m
~B + (� � 1)

e ~B

m�
(1.15)

Jackson [23] citing Thomas [21] and Bargmann, Michel, and Telegdi [24], expands this
expression to include electric as well as magnetic fields:
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In this general treatment, the cyclotron frequency is written as:
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The anomalous precession frequency9 ~!a is defined as the di↵erence of the spin precession
and cyclotron frequencies. It is the frequency at which the muon’s spin advances relative
to its momentum.
Assuming that the motion of the muons is purely longitudinal so that no component of
the momentum is parallel to the magnetic field, the terms containing ~� · ~B drop out,
leaving

~!a = ~!s � ~!c =
e

m
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This expression may be simplified further by choosing � =
q

1
aµ

+ 1 ⇡ 29.3 so that the

dependence on ~E disappears. This � corresponds to a “magic” muon momentum of 3.09
GeV/c and leads to a relativistic muon lifetime of 64.4 µs.
The relationship between aµ and ~B is then [1]

~!a =
e

m
aµ ~B (1.19)

8The frequency at which it completes circular orbits.
9The “g-2 frequency”.
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Per raggiungere la 
precisione richiesta devono 

essere rivelati            
positroni con E>1.8 GeV 

Conclusion

The calibration system of the muon g-2 experiment has been described in this thesis.
During the Test Beam performed in Frascati, it was verified that the calibration system
is presently able to monitor and correct for laser intensity variations to 0.01%, and it
has been proven that 6 lasers will be su�cient to illuminate all 24 calorimeters with an
equivalent energy of at least 10 GeV per laser pulse.
Variations in the distribution chain can be corrected by the Local Monitor at the same
level on a longer timescale: correction factors that could be applied during data analysis
were obtained looking at Local Monitor signals.
Comparing two di↵erent Source Monitor configurations no significative di↵erence was ob-
served but for a slightly smaller e�ciency for the sphere solution.
Possible temperature-related fluctuations in the Source Monitor and Local Monitor pho-
tomultipliers (PMT) were not relevant because only the ratios of simultaneous or nearly
simultaneous signals from the same PMTs were necessary for the corrections.
Additional tests on the Local Monitor system proved that there is no evidence of a dif-
ferent PMT response varying the laser repetition rate; the output pulse height of a PMT
increases according to a power law with increasing supply voltages, even if the light level
is kept constant, as it is expected.
With regard to the right PMT working point, it is clear that every PMT has its own
plateau region, which seems to extend for ⇠ 50 V, thus this kind of tests should be per-
formed over all PMTs to have right working points necessary to a stable PMT response.
However, plateau regions are surely not placed under 1100 V: since the operating sup-
ply voltages used for the Test Beam were 900 � 950 V, chosen in order not to have too
much light, the insertion of a light filter, which should be placed before the Local Monitor
PMTs, is being planned; thus PMT features could be fully exploited.
The task of understanding how to disconnect two fibers without losing in intensity or
stability led to tests concerning the connection of fibers. It was proven that both spliced
fibers and connectors have high light losses, ⇠ 30% of transmitted light for spliced fibers
and ⇠ 25% for connectors; in order to choose the best solution for the experiment, the
key element would be the stability in time of the two options; tests concerning this issue
are in progress.
Finally, the stability and recovery time of the bias voltage of the Silicon photomultipliers
(SiPM) has been studied. The bias voltage oscillates at a few mV level; this oscillation
increases considering a higher number of SiPMs; alternative supply voltage systems are
being tested in order to minimize this kind of oscillation.

1.8⇥ 1011 (7.1)
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Per poter verificare la totale stabilita’ in guadagno del sistema, G, verra’ 
impiegato un sistema di calibrazione laser che ha come obiettivo quello di 
monitorare le fluttuazioni di guadagno dei fotorivelatori del calorimetro, per tenere 
le incertezze sistematiche dovute al guadagno a circa 0.02 ppm.  
La soluzione proposta sta nel mandare un impulso di riferimento, leggerlo con 
il rivelatore e vedere come questo risponde; la difficolta’ sta nel farlo a questa 
precisione.
Necessita’ di controllare le fluttuazioni:

•a breve termine, ovvero nell’arco di 700 μs (tempo di un fill), che dipendono 
dal fascio (rate di muoni, positroni che possono causare sovra/sotto tensione;

•a lungo termine, ovvero nell’arco di ore, che dipendono da condizioni esterne 
(temperatura, drift giorno/notte,…).

 
 

CAPITOLO 3. IL CALORIMETRO DEL NUOVO ESPERIMENTO G-2 45

• Eventi di pile-up non identificati, causati da due o più elettroni che colpis-

cono un modulo del calorimetro in punti spaziali e istanti temporali molto

vicini tra di loro tali da essere ricostruiti come un singolo evento.

• E↵etti sistematici dovuti alla variazione nel tempo della risposta del

calorimetro (ad esempio a causa delle fluttuazioni di guadagno dei fo-

torivelatori)

Per poter raggiungere gli obiettivi sopra esposti, il calorimetro elettro-

magnetico deve possedere una risoluzione tale da poter distingure due scia-

mi contemporanei sia per quanto riguarda l’informazione sul tempo che quel-

la riguardante la separazione spaziale fra i due. Considerando due elettroni

distinti, se essi colpiscono il calorimetro con distanza temporale > 5 ns, la

risoluzione richiesta deve essere pari al 100%. Nel caso in cui questa distanza

in tempo sia minore la risoluzione richiesta è dell 66% in modo da minimizzare

gli eventi di pile-up [45].

La richiesta di un guadagnoG il più stabile possibile porta come obiettivo di

questo design un valore massimo di fluttuazione sul guadagno �G
G

< 0.1% in un

periodo di 200µs. La stabilità del guadagno a lungo termine ( tempi maggiori

del secondo) è meno restrittiva di quella a corto termine poichè necessita di

un �G
G

< 1%. Per poter verificare la totale stabilità in guadagno del sistema,

ognuna delle 24 stazioni calorimetriche necessita di essere equipaggiata con

un sistema di calibrazione che monitora il guadagno continuamente durante la

di↵usione dei muoni con una precisione di �G
G

⇡ 0.03%.

3.1.2 Metodologie di valutazione

La scelta del materiale e della geometria del calorimetro elettromagneti-

co si e’ basata sui risultati dei test in laboratorio e dei programmi di sim-
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     La lunghezza d’onda della luce impulsata deve trovarsi 

all’interno del range di accettanza del rivelatore 
determinato dalla convoluzione della densita’ spettrale 
della luce Cherenkov emessa dagli elettroni nel 
cristallo con la curva di trasmissione del cristallo e con 
il valore dell’efficienza quantica (Q.E.) del rivelatore il 
cui picco si ha, per i SiPM, intorno ai 420 nm. 

 
  = 405 nm

Conclusion

The calibration system of the muon g-2 experiment has been described in this thesis.
During the Test Beam performed in Frascati, it was verified that the calibration system
is presently able to monitor and correct for laser intensity variations to 0.01%, and it
has been proven that 6 lasers will be su�cient to illuminate all 24 calorimeters with an
equivalent energy of at least 10 GeV per laser pulse.
Variations in the distribution chain can be corrected by the Local Monitor at the same
level on a longer timescale: correction factors that could be applied during data analysis
were obtained looking at Local Monitor signals.
Comparing two di↵erent Source Monitor configurations no significative di↵erence was ob-
served but for a slightly smaller e�ciency for the sphere solution.
Possible temperature-related fluctuations in the Source Monitor and Local Monitor pho-
tomultipliers (PMT) were not relevant because only the ratios of simultaneous or nearly
simultaneous signals from the same PMTs were necessary for the corrections.
Additional tests on the Local Monitor system proved that there is no evidence of a dif-
ferent PMT response varying the laser repetition rate; the output pulse height of a PMT
increases according to a power law with increasing supply voltages, even if the light level
is kept constant, as it is expected.
With regard to the right PMT working point, it is clear that every PMT has its own
plateau region, which seems to extend for ⇠ 50 V, thus this kind of tests should be per-
formed over all PMTs to have right working points necessary to a stable PMT response.
However, plateau regions are surely not placed under 1100 V: since the operating sup-
ply voltages used for the Test Beam were 900 � 950 V, chosen in order not to have too
much light, the insertion of a light filter, which should be placed before the Local Monitor
PMTs, is being planned; thus PMT features could be fully exploited.
The task of understanding how to disconnect two fibers without losing in intensity or
stability led to tests concerning the connection of fibers. It was proven that both spliced
fibers and connectors have high light losses, ⇠ 30% of transmitted light for spliced fibers
and ⇠ 25% for connectors; in order to choose the best solution for the experiment, the
key element would be the stability in time of the two options; tests concerning this issue
are in progress.
Finally, the stability and recovery time of the bias voltage of the Silicon photomultipliers
(SiPM) has been studied. The bias voltage oscillates at a few mV level; this oscillation
increases considering a higher number of SiPMs; alternative supply voltage systems are
being tested in order to minimize this kind of oscillation.
�
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La frequenza di ripetizione dell’impulso deve essere dell’ordine della 
decina di kHz; miglior compromesso fra la necessita’ di avere una 
buona statistica, la necessita’ di evitare gli effetti di saturazione del 
sistema di acquisizione e di sovrapposizione dei segnali positrone-
laser.
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   L’energia luminosa degli impulsi di calibrazione deve essere della 
stessa intensita’ dell’energia depositata dagli elettroni nel cristallo, 
circa 1-2 GeV; questo corrisponde ad un energia per impulso su 
ogni cristallo in ciascuna stazione di circa 0.01 pJ.

  

CHAPTER 5. The g-2 Laser Calibration System 60

Some guidelines are defined to select the light source(s) and to design the geometry of
the light distribution and monitoring; the following criteria are adopted to select the light
source type [76]:

• light wavelength must be in the spectral range accepted by the detector and deter-
mined by the convolution of the spectral density of the Cherenkov signal produced
by positrons in PbF2 crystals with the spectral transmission of the crystals (See
Figure 5.2), and with the spectral Quantum E�ciency (Q.E.) of the photo-detector;
Q.E. is peaked around 420 nm for SiPMs, as shown in Figure 5.3; the chosen laser
wavelength is 405 nm;

Figure 5.2: Wavelength distribution for Cherenkov photons produced by 2 GeV e� on a PbF2

crystal (GEANT 4 simulation).

Figure 5.3: Wavelength distribution for the Cherenkov photons that, once transmitted through
a PbF2 crystal, manage to produce photoelectrons (GEANT 4 simulation).

• the luminous energy of the calibration pulses must be in the range of the positron
energy deposited in the crystals, typically 1-2 GeV; if we take, for the number of
laser photons per pulse the value N� of Cherenkov photons integrated by a PMT,
the laser equivalent energy pulse on each tower of a calorimeter station is:

Ecrystal
pulse = N� ⇥ E� = N� ⇥ h

c

�
= 2·104 ⇥ 6.6·10�34[J ·s]⇥ 3 · 108[m · s�1]

400 · 10�9[m]
= 0.01 pJ

The numbers quoted above are merely indicative of the order of magnitude; they
are derived by assuming that the readout of each crystal will produce about 2
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photo-electrons per MeV with 50% P.D.E.2 for SiPMs and with 40% coverage of
the crystal readout face. If the simultaneous excitation of all calorimeter readout
channels3 (1296) is considered, the equivalent energy value becomes about 0.013 nJ
(Ecrystal

pulse ⇥ 1296). Finally, taking into account the whole distribution system,

ETOT
pulse =

24 ⇥ 54 ⇥ Ecrystal
pulse

T
=

24 ⇥ 54 ⇥ 0.01pJ

T
=

13pJ

T
(5.1)

The “light transmission factor” T includes light loss along the optical path: filters,
di↵usive elements, fiber coupling, light routing to calorimeter and depends on the
adopted solution;

• the pulse shape and time width must be suitable to infer on the readout capability
in pile-up event discrimination; pulse rise/trailing time must be of the order of some
hundred of ps, the total pulse width should not exceed 1 ns;

• the pulse repetition rate must be of the order of 10 kHz; this value will be tuned to
obtain the best compromise between the need of having enough calibration statistics
in the time interval (some tens of µs after the muon injection in the ring) when the
maximum rate is achieved in the readout devices, the need to avoid saturation of
the DAQ bandwidth and laser-signal overlapping.

Figure 5.4: g-2 experimental hall.

Guidelines for designing the light distribution chain are listed below [76]:

2P.D.E. stands for Particle Detection E�ciency.
3The number of channels (1296) is determined by multiplying the number of calorimeter stations (24)

by the number of crystals in every station (9 ⇥ 6).

Fattore di trasmissione 
che include tutte le 

perdite lungo il 
cammino ottico
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La sorgente di luce e tutta la sua elettronica di controllo devono 
essere poste all’esterno dell’anello, per evitare possibili 

perturbazioni elettromagnetiche del campo locale indotte dai flussi 
di corrente utilizzati per eccitare il laser. E’ necessario includere nel 
design della geometria punti di distribuzione primari e secondari.
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Le fibre di silice (20 dB/km di attenuazione a 400 nm) sono la migliore 
soluzione per lunghi percorsi di distribuzione ed in termini di 
resistenza contro la solarizzazione o altri effetti di invecchiamento, 
dovuti agli alti valori di intensita’ di luce trasportata. Per i bundle di 
fibre piu’ corti, dove l’intensita' di luce e’ ridotta di almeno un ordine di 
grandezza, possono essere prese in considerazione fibre di PMMA 
(200 db/km di attenuazione a 400 nm).  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(a) (b)

Figure 6.11: (a): PIN Diode signal; (b): Local Monitor signals (16 channel CAEN DT5742
digitizer).

(a) (b)

Figure 6.12: (a): SiPM signal; (b): Americium signal (16 channel CAEN DT5742 digitizer).

6.4.1 LM PMT selection procedure

The analysis went through several steps, in order to select Local Monitor “good”
events:

• first step: laser events were selected after looking at laser flag signals; integrals of
the laser flag signal provided a threshold above which events were considered good
(LASER ON); the 16 channel CAEN DT5742 digitizer was used;

• second step: the baseline of the LM signals, for each event, was estimated as the
mean of the first 80 bins (bins with just electronic noise); 1 bin is ⇠ 200 ps;

• third step: the first and second LM signal, which came from the beginning (first)
and the end of the distribution chain (second), separated by about 100 ns, were
selected through a threshold on the amplitude (related to the time span between
the two signals).

Fluctuations on the light distribution were measured by the LM. They corresponded to
the fluctuations in the ratio of the signal from the end of the optical transmission line and
the signal from the SM (a fiber coming from the integrating sphere). Since both signals

Posto nei pressi della sorgente laser, misura il valore assoluto della luce laser inviata al 
sistema di distribuzione. Per ottimizzare la stabilita’ vengono usati i seguenti espedienti:

✤ vengono impiegati 2 PIN Diode per ogni Source Monitor, molto piu’ stabili dei SiPM alle 
variazione del bias e della temperatura;

✤ viene usato un sistema ridondante, con 3 fotorivelatori per ogni monitor (2 PIN+1 PMT);

✤ viene incorporata una sorgente radioattiva per la calibrazione assoluta (sorgente di 
Americio 241).

Il PMT vede allo stesso tempo:

✤ gli impulsi laser trasmessi dalla sfera al fotocatodo attraverso delle fibre;

✤ gli impulsi emessi da una sorgente di Americio 241: questo segnale ha la funzione di 
riferimento assoluto e puo’ essere usato per correggere possibili instabilita’ nel 
guadagno del PMT . Dal momento che il PMT ed il PIN Diode vedono lo stesso segnale 
laser, questa serve anche a controllare la stabilita’ dei PIN Diode in un intervallo di 
tempo sufficiente ad accumulare la statistica richiesta.

15

Source Monitor
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of optical fibers. Each fiber will finally convey the light pulses into the crystals and SiPMs
to be calibrated.

Figure 5.6: Source monitor (developed by the Udine group).

Integrating spheres with di↵usely reflective white walls, also known as Ulbricht spheres,
have been used for more than a century for the characterization of light sources, detectors,
and for other photometric studies.
An integrating sphere is used to spatially integrate a radiant flux that can either be
introduced into it by some input port or directly produced inside the sphere by a source.
In either case, the light reflects di↵usively several times inside the sphere so that, on some
output port, the radiant flux can be considered uniform and isotropic [90].
The shape of the output signal is determined by convolving the input signal with the time
response of the integrating sphere. The time response is of the exponential form e�t/⌧

and the time constant ⌧ is given by:

⌧ = �2

3

D

c

1

ln ⇢eff

where ⇢eff is the average wall reflectance, c is the velocity of light and D is the diameter
of the integrating sphere [91].
Tests demonstrated a very high degree of uniformity, up to 99.3% for a 1 mm diameter
fiber connected to one sphere port at the price of a rather large intensity loss (10�4).
The alternative solution (di↵user+mixing chamber) has the following features: it is not as
much uniform as the sphere is, even if the uniformity is acceptable, but the transmission
factor is 15/20 times higher than the one of the sphere.
A comparison of the performance of the two solutions was done during the Test Beam
performed in Frascati. Details will follow in the next chapter.
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Figure 5.7: Source monitor (developed by the Udine group).

The source output is monitored by a system composed by two PIN diodes, a PMT
and uses a small plate of 241Am [80].

Figure 5.8: Source monitor (developed by the Udine group).

The PMT simultaneously views:

• the laser light pulses transmitted from the sphere to the photocathode by wavelength-
shifting fibers;
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Il Source Monitor fornisce il segnale di riferimento al Local Monitor attraverso 
delle fibre ottiche. La funzione del LM e’ quella di monitorare e correggere le 
instabilita’ introdotte dalla catena di distribuzione della luce. E’ un sistema 
ridondante composto da due PMT. Ogni PMT riceve due segnali attraverso due 
fibre: la prima fibra arriva dal Source Monitor e fornisce il segnale di riferimento 
della sorgente mentre la seconda fibra arriva direttamente dal bundle che porta la 
luce ai cristalli del calorimetro.
I due impulsi sono ben separati temporalmente da circa 250 ns, intervallo 
temporale sufficiente a risolvere due impulsi di luce. Il vantaggio di questo setup 
sta nel fatto che il guadagno dei PMT puo’ considerarsi costante durante questa 
scala temporale e due impulsi possono essere direttamente paragonati: il 
rapporto del secondo impulso sul primo e’ una misura diretta della stabilita’ della 
catena di distribuzione. Una calibrazione assoluta puo’ essere fornita riferendo 
questi segnali al Source Monitor di ciascuna sorgente laser.

16

Local Monitor
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• light pulses which are emitted by a weak Am source4, deposited on an NaI crystal,
enclosed in an aluminium cylinder with a quartz window situated close to the PMT
photocathode.

The signal from the Am source serves as an absolute reference in lieu of the relatively
poor stability (e.g. strong dependence on HV) of PMTs.
Tests taking place in Udine showed that:

• the PIN diode response is stable w.r.t. temperature to better than 0.2% per �C.
Higher statistics measurements are needed to establish an eventual temperature-
dependence of the PIN diode response;

• The PM gain is very dependent (⇠ 3% per �C) on temperature. Accurate temper-
ature measurements are needed to establish this temperature dependence;

• The Am signal can be used to correct for temperature-dependence and the fluc-
tuations but ⇠ 30000 events (⇠ 2 hour) are needed for accuracy at the level of
0.4%.

5.3.2 The Local Monitor

In order to closely monitor the light that illuminates each of the channels and diag-
nosing the source of eventual instabilities or faults in the distribution system, a so called
Local Monitor system has been devised. The Local Monitor has to be di↵erent from the
Source Monitor because of di↵erent position and light characteristics [?]. The proposed
system consists of custom made detector assembly (LMA) based on photomultiplier tubes
(Photonics PMTs) placed in the laser hut. In order to guarantee the performance of the
LMA it has to be illuminated by a stable source with known power.
A small amount of light (⇠ 10 pJ) is taken from the main distribution beam immediately
before entering the outgoing fiber5; the second signal comes directly6 from the bundle
which goes to the calorimeter.

Figure 5.9: LM PMTs are directly supplied by the Source Monitor.

4The chosen radiative Americium source emits ↵ particles at a rate of ⇠ 5 Hz.
5It is a fiber coming from the SM which furnishes the source reference signal.
6Through a PMMA fiber.
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✤ l’obiettivo del nuovo esperimento g-2 al Fermilab e’ ambizioso ma puo’ essere 
raggiunto grazie all’ottimizzazione dei rivelatori e del sistema di calibrazione;

✤ il sistema di calibrazione e’ in grado di monitorare e correggere variazioni 
dell’intensita’ del laser fino allo 0.01%. Variazioni nella catena di distribuzione 
possono essere corrette allo stesso livello su una scala temporale piu’ lunga: i 
fattori di correzione da applicare durante l’analisi si ottengono dai segnali del 
Local Monitor;

✤ simulazioni sulle fluttuazioni del guadagno sono in atto;
✤ l’installazione del sistema al Fermilab e’ gia’ cominciata.
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